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The Seminole Tribe opened high-stakes bingo in 1979. Most tribes
that have gaming operations make minimal profits, in contrast to
the Seminoles. In fact, one study found that thirty-one facilities out
of about two hundred account for 62 percent of the total Indian
gaming revenue.' In 1988 Congress passed legislation to define and
regulate several classes of gaming (see table 6). Since that time,
scholarship has generally focused on the interactions between
tribes and states from the standpoint of state opposition to or
non-Indian attitudes toward gaming. Recent attention has also
turned to the relationships between casinos and federal acknowl
edgrnent.' Jessica Cattelino's chapter focuses on the local context
to examine the interface between the exercise of Seminole sover
eignty and the sizable income from Class II gaming. She explores
how Seminole charitable donations have given expression to
indigenous identity concepts and altered power relationships with
non-Indians.
The explosive growth of tribally operated, high-stakes gaming across Native
North America has called new public and scholarly attention to the legal
foundations of tribal sovereignty. Gaming also has brought into focus the
importance of local and regional polities to American Indian political and
economic action, because gaming reshapes political fields not only on
Indian reservations but also between indigenous communities and their
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non-Indian neighbors. For the Seminole Tribe of Florida, the American
Indian tribe that first launched high-stakes gaming, casino success has
brought more local scrutiny and journalistic attention, fostering local resent
ment of Seminoles' new economic and political power. At the same time,
gaming has joined together Seminoles and non-indigenous Floridians in
new political alliances, collaborative projects, and joint economic ventures.
This chapter analyzes the intersection of locality and sovereignty in the con
text of Florida Seminole tribal gaming.
From newspaper headlines, it may seem that political controversies follow
inevitably from tribal gaming. Many regions, most prominently, southern
Connecticut, have endured gaming-related disputes over traffic congestion,
tribal land purchases, crime, and federal recognition. In California and other
states, hard-fought battles over ballot measures on Indian gaming fill the air
waves with increasingly sophisticated advertisements about "special rights,"
fairness, and, more recently, tribal sovereignty and self-reliance.' Yet gaming
and sovereignty also come together in new relations of cooperation and inter
dependency between tribes and neighboring communities, from tribal philan
thropy to intergovernmental cooperation, from local social-service delivery to
job creation. Understanding the local dimensions of tribal sovereignty in the
gaming context demands scholarly attention to the everyday politics of indi
geneity and the ways that gaming has become a key point of engagement
between Indian and non-Indian communities.
In legal and political analyses of tribal sovereignty, there is a pervasive
emphasis on the tribal-federal relationship. The federal focus is based on
the important principle that American Indian tribes have a nation-to-nation
relationship with the United States, grounded in precolonial national orders,
treaties and other forms of state recognition, and a long line of judicial rul
ings.' The scholarly emphasis on the formal legal dimensions of sovereignty
has reinforced this federal focus and scale; studies of "federal Indian law"
sideline or take as a "problem" the local as a site of legal action and entan
glernent.' Only recently has more attention been devoted to tribal-state rela
tions as sites of sovereignty and to the internal tribal politics that shape
sovereignty movements." Still, the local and regional remain underanalyzed.
Indeed, as Karen Blu wrote in 1980, and which still holds for the present,
"the regional factor in Indian studies has been largely ignored or glossed
over, as has the amount of influence Indians have on their localities." Some
important work has been done, such as Blus work on Lumbee identity in
North Carolina and Paula Wagoners ethnography of regional identity in
Bennett County, South Dakota." Neither author takes sovereignty as a focus,
but the methods and questions of each author suggest that further analysis
of regional politics could refine our theories of sovereignty. This would show
Florida Seminole Gaming
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not only the ways that sovereignty escapes the "federal Indian law" frame
work and produces and challenges regional politics, but also how indige
nous sovereignty is forged and maintained less through formal legal
processes than by everyday relationships within and across communities,
families, and generations."
If the national remains the frame for most scholarship on tribal sover
eignty, locality has emerged as an important analytic for thinking about indi
geneity The very category of indigeneity posits a spatial (and temporal)
relation to colonialism. Also, anthropologists and others seek to under
stand the ways that people construct, are shaped by, and enact place." In
South Florida-where the Everglades dominate the Seminole Big Cypress
Reservation, the cowboy culture of the central peninsula pervades the Brighton
Reservation, Latin American migrant workers share history and space with
the Immokalee Reservation, and the Hollywood Reservation has been sur
rounded by suburban development-local politics are unavoidable and not
simply matters of clearly defined Indian and non-Indian interactions.
Indigenous identity and political vision are produced partly (though by no
means only) at a regional level, in interaction with others. That is, locality
and indigeneity are related because the concept of indigeneity links people
to place and because the local is a social field in which indigeneity is con
stituted, often challenged, and reproduced.
In the United States, localism has been recognized as a privileged site
for identity and polities at least since Tocqueville and remains a vital force
despite the twentieth-century expansion of the central government. Indeed,
federalism renders the local constitutive of the nation-state. Therefore, it is
especially important to consider the locality of tribal sovereignty!' This chap
ter offers an ethnographic argument for the importance of local politics to the
ongoing practices, limits, and possibility of tribal sovereignty I analyze two
aspects of gaming in South Florida: the creation and continuing popularity
of the Seminole Coconut Creek casino and the growth of gaming-based
charitable giving by the Seminole tribal government.

From Bingo to Hard Rock,
with a View from Coconut Creek
In 1979 the Seminole Tribe of Florida opened Hollywood Bingo, a modest
operation on a busy intersection of suburban Hollywood, a city situated
along Interstate 95 between Fort Lauderdale and Miami. Hollywood Bingo
was the first high-stakes gaming operation operated by an American Indian
tribe, but within a decade tribal gaming would become an economic engine
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and political hot potato in many regions. Hollywood Bingo initially met
with some local resistance, led by Broward County sheriff (and subsequent
Florida attorney general) Bob Butterworth. But Seminoles successfully
defended their sovereignty-based gaming rights in the path-breaking case
Seminole Tribe v. Butterworth, which established the legal framework for tribal
gaming and launched a casino revolution that soon spread across much (but
not all) of Indian Country."
By 2007 the Seminole Tribe was operating seven gaming facilities across
its six urban, suburban, and rural reservations (figure 10). Some operations,
such as the Brighton casino, are modest and cater to a local clientele. By
contrast, new and massive Hard Rock casino-resorts on the Tampa and
Hollywood reservations draw huge crowds to their gaming floors, conven
tion centers, entertainment venues, shopping plazas, and restaurants. On an
August 2004 Saturday night, it took me twenty minutes to drive less than a
mile from the tribal headquarters in Hollywood to the casino, with casino
bound traffic backed up and the Seminole Police Department directing vehi
cles to overflow parking lots. Whereas the annual tribal budget had been less
than $2 million in 1979, by 2000 it reached $300 million, almost entirely
funded by gaming proceeds. By 2006, annual net revenues from Seminole
gaming approached $600 million." The elected tribal government allocates
gaming funds to an array of social services (health care, education, elder
services, crime prevention), administrative operations (the tribal bureau
cracy, land management), cultural programs (a museum; language instruc
tion in Miccosukee and CreeklMuskogee, the two Seminole languages; tribal
and outreach cultural education programs), and economic development ini
tiatives (agriculture, retail businesses and venture capital, tourism), as well
as to each of the approximately three thousand tribal citizens in the form of
monthly per capita dividends. After struggling for decades against endemic
poverty, Seminoles moved into a period of economic security during the late
twentieth century.
As never before, gaming compelled Seminoles and local communities
to work together in sometimes tense, and often unequal, political and
economic partnerships. Of course, Seminoles long had interacted with
local non-Indians, for example in early-twentieth-century commercial activi
ties such as tourism, hunting, and fishing; indeed, those relations shaped
Seminoles' political and economic vision." But with gaming, Seminoles in
creasingly relied on a non-Seminole consumer base for tribal income, and
they courted public opinion during high-stakes political and legal battles
over gaming rights.
Seminoles now sit on local tourism boards, administer educational pro
grams in local high schools, travel abroad with economic development
Florida Seminole Gaming
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Figure 10.This map locates the seven casinos operated on land owned by the Seminole
Tribe of Florida as of 2007. Six of them are situated inside reservation boundaries.The
Coconut Creek casino was established on land brought into trust by the tribe in Coconut
Creek, Florida. Map courtesy of Joshua Sutterfield.

groups promoting South Florida, and run advertising campaigns listing
their gaming-based contributions to the local economy in jobs, increased
tourism, and payment for goods and services. Seminole Gaming holds well
attended job fairs and employs thousands of Floridians, mostly non-Seminole
and of diverse races and neighborhoods. Seminoles are often represented in
local, multicultural education programs and festivals-alongside whites and
African Americans, Cubans and other Caribbean immigrants. As late as 2000,
however, a respected local journalist wrote an oral history-based book titled
Race and Change in Hollywood, Florida without including a single Seminole
oral history and with only a few passing references to Indians." The ritual
enactment of Seminoles' local belonging has extended to displays of civic
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leadership and corporate citizenship, for example in the occasional and
quite remarkable appearance of tribal leaders as parade marshals in reserva
tion border towns. In 2001 Max Osceola (Panther), tribal council represen
tative from Hollywood, was commodore of the high-profile Fort Lauderdale
Winterfest Boat Parade, and in 2004 the Seminole Hard Rock took over the
event's corporate sponsorship." Such localizing relations can limit sover
eignty by heightening local perceptions that tribes are private political and
economic interest groups, not governments. These also threaten tribal sov
ereignty by putting tribes on a plane of equivalence with local governments,
not national ones. This is risky business. Yet local gaming-based relations
typically have reinforced sovereignty: through these relations, Seminoles
have asserted their governmental status and achieved new regional power.
One example of local animosity over gaming that turned into a mutu
ally beneficial relationship of sovereign interdependency was the develop
ment of the Coconut Creek casino (figure 11). In late 1999 the tribe prepared
to open a modest casino on approximately five acres of trust land in the
north Fort Lauderdale suburb of Coconut Creek. The land, which was
located in an industrial and agricultural zone that soon became surrounded
by suburban development, had been obtained in 1982 and placed in trust
in 1985 as compensation for the eminent domain taking of Hollywood
Reservation land for the Florida Turnpike. Turnpike construction had dis
rupted reservation sociality and space by bisecting tribal housing devel
opments, reducing sightlines and mobility across reservation space, and
increasing noise. Yet unintended consequences offered new opportunities.
Most directly, tribal leaders in the 1990s correctly predicted that a casino
at Coconut Creek would do brisk local business without reducing the
Hollywood gaming market, located approximately fifteen miles to the south.
Additionally, the turnpike may prove a boon to Hollywood Hard Rock
casino business if the tribe successfully completes ongoing negotiations with
the state to build a tribally funded exit ramp adjacent to the casino.
When news of the proposed Coconut Creek casino hit the press in the
late 1990s, the local establishment in this retiree-filled suburb protested on
the grounds that the casino would introduce crime, create traffic snarls, and
reduce property values. Newspapers cited the tribe's nontaxable status and
its sovereign immunity as dangers to the local economy and to unsuspect
ing casino patrons. They noted that tribal sovereignty generally prevents
adjacent communities from regulating land use and business practices
on Indian reservations and that tribal governments enjoy sovereign immu
nity, unless waived, for purposes of contract and liability. The Coconut
Creek city manager termed the casino "a significant detriment to our com
munity." 17 After initially failing to meet with city officials, tribal leaders
Florida Seminole Gaming
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Figure I I.The history of the Coconut Creek casino in South Florida has revealed the
potential for both conflict and cooperation between gaming tribes and local and state
authorities. Photo courtesy of Jessica Cattelino.

began to promote their sovereignty through negotiation, reciprocity, and
relations of interdependence. With this strategy, the tribe eventually won
over Coconut Creek officials and secured tribal gaming rights. The city even
bestowed upon the casino a plaque that read "esteemed corporate citizen";
the same city manager now lauded the casino's success. Also, the tribe man
aged to educate the local public about tribal sovereignty: in 2001 a local
newspaper characterized tribal and city officials as being "as close as a flush
hand to a riverboat gambler's vest."" Seminoles accomplished this financial
and political success, in large part, by promising the city a $1 million annual
voluntary contribution (later increased to $1.5 million). This "Municipal
Service Provider Agreement" characterized the contribution as assisting the
city of Coconut Creek in defraying the casino's municipal impacts on water,
police and fire, garbage removal, and additional services. Importantly, tribal
officers repeatedly asserted that this contribution was not a tax, ernphasiz
ing their sovereign, non-taxable status. The tribe also donated to a city park
and to a local organization for abused children.
Under many circumstances, casino revenue sharing threatens to under
mine tribal sovereignty because American Indian tribes feel compelled to
negotiate with state and local, not federal, governments. This is particularly
true when, under the 1988 Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, tribes must
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negotiate with states in order to operate the most lucrative class (Class Ill)
of casino games. Taking advantage of Florida's persistent refusal to negotiate
a compact, Seminoles have built a gaming empire based on Class II games,
which the state cannot regulate. As a result, the tribe's revenue sharing with
local governments is truly voluntary and thus is more powerful as a negoti
ating chip. In the Coconut Creek case, the tribe came to the table with suf
ficient power to negotiate favorable terms and emerged with substantial
profits and regional goodwill. Such instances remind us that powerful sov
ereigns often negotiate with a range of actors, public and private. For exam
ple, the fact that foreign nation-states negotiate trade agreements with
American mayors does not compromise state sovereignty, even as states
enter into agreements with "lesser" governments. Tribal sovereignty is not
necessarily threatened by tribes' participation in local polities or by negoti
ations with municipal governments. Instead, the political, symbolic, and
ethnographic significance of these actions depends on the power relations
that guide them.
The Coconut Creek casino opened in February 2000, fully under tribal
management and with a Seminole manager, Jo-Lin Osceola (no clan known).
Osceola had spent the preceding two years in leadership training at the
Hollywood casino, working in every casino job on a rotating basis in order
to learn the ins and outs of the business. She was twenty-nine years old at
the time, the youngest manager and the only female manager of a tribal
casino. Osceola emphasized that having a Seminole as the casino executive
meant "being able to control the decisions" within the tribe." The casino
was earning about $60 million a year by 2003, had created 275 jobs by late
2000, and had sparked economic growth among local vendors.
The initial casino controversy died down quickly in Coconut Creek, and
both the tribal and municipal governments touted the casinos benefits. A
lawsuit settled in 2004 resolved a dispute between the tribe and its casino
developer partner, making the tribe the sole owner and operator of the
casino. Casino events, such as a December 2000 "BikerBash," drew Seminole
and non-Seminole participants (in this case, motorcyclists on the eve of a
charity ride) and the casino instantly became a focal point for local senior
citizen socializing. As a sign of diplomatic respect, the mayor of Coconut
Creek, Marilyn Gerber, was asked to serve as a "celebrity" judge for the 2000
Miss Seminole pageant. This pageant, like Seminole patchwork clothing
contests and other judging events, traditionally has non-Seminole judges,
often local non-Indian leaders or Indian leaders from across the continent.
(According to several Seminoles, this externalizing practice avoids the
inevitable-and moral-privileging of family members that would occur
with Seminole judges.) The mayor's introduction by tribal chairman James
Florida Seminole Gaming
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Billie (Bird) drew a loud round of applause from tribal citizens. Still, new
tensions arose in 2006, when the Seminole Tribe submitted an Application
for Trust Status to the US Department of the Interior. The application
requested that approximately forty-four adjacent acres that the tribe and its
subsidiaries had purchased and held in fee simple be placed into trust.
Conversion to trust status would expand the tribe's local control and power
while removing the land from property tax rolls. At the same time, the pro
posed expansion to create a destination resort with a larger casino, restau
rants and retail, and 1,500 hotel rooms would anchor a new Coconut Creek
economic development project, bringing tribal and city fortunes ever closer.
Beyond Coconut Creek, gaming wealth has enabled Seminoles to create
new jobs and businesses, raising the tribe's standing and rendering local
communities increasingly reliant upon it for economic growth. According to
ajune 1999 tribal report, the Seminole Tribe purchased more than $24 mil
lion in goods and services from more than 850 Florida vendors annually. It
paid approximately $3.5 million in federal payroll taxes." This gaming
based economic power has landed tribal officials a seat at the table when
local governments discuss regional economic development and policy, for
example, in negotiations over the massive Everglades restoration initiative.
Beginning with the Hard Rock project, the tribal government issued munic
ipal bonds to fund economic development, underlining the fact that tribal
economic activity is driven by sovereign governmental action, not private
entrepreneurship. The tribe's growing Seminole Police Department (SPD),
which is funded with gaming proceeds, has entered into jurisdictional agree
ments with local law enforcement agencies, and the new rural emergency
health services collaborate with regional hospitals.
Not surprisingly, gaming has not eliminated long-standing tensions
between Seminoles and neighboring municipalities and individuals. At an
interpersonal level, Seminoles complain that non-Indians falsely assume
that they are rich. Mosesjumper jr. (Snake) worried, "[Gaming] stereotyped
us tremendously, not only among the locals here in the area." He told of
tribal members who could not get favorable loan terms from local automo
bile dealerships because salespeople claimed to know how rich Seminoles
were." Tensions also characterize some intergovernmental relations. In fact,
jim Shore (Bird), the tribes general counsel and the first Seminole to
become a lawyer, viewed non-Indian local governments as the "biggest chal
lenge" to Seminole self-determination, citing strained relations with munic
ipalities and ongoing legal and political challenges to Seminole economic
development projects. Still, he pointed out, "We're not going anywhere," so
those governments must learn to coexist." With gaming, the tribal govern
ment faces new pressures from local and state governments to finance road
270
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improvements and other public projects that are adjacent to reservations.
The tribe is constantly fighting political and legal battles over local jurisdic
tion and sovereign immunity from suit. In such a climate, tribal leaders and
constituents must determine whether and how strongly to push sovereignty
claims. At issue is not whether gaming has "caused" strained intercommu
nity relations, but rather the significance of gaming as the key symbol and
focal point of Seminoles' place in the social, political, and economic land
scapes of South Florida.

From Receiver to Giver
Social scientists and policy makers are understandably eager to analyze the
"economic impact" of tribal gaming, and several studies are currently under
way. Although valuable, "economic impact" analyses often overlook the
social and political dimensions of economy. The political significance of
Seminole gaming cannot be grasped without taking into account the
changes in relative economic power at a regional scale. Gaming-based tribal
philanthropy is one example of how gaming has realigned local relations of
dependency and sovereignty. Charitable giving illustrates ways that pat
terned transfers of material goods mediate power and sociality. Gaming
based indigenous philanthropy has the potential to reorganize the symbols
and directionality of local economic relationships between American
Indians and others.
At least since the early twentieth century, Seminoles had been recipients
of charitable giving from local philanthropic groups, especially wornens
groups. Philanthropy often was coupled with political advocacy. The Friends
of Seminoles, long led by the early settler and trader's wife Ivy Stranahan, col
lected clothing and other goods for Seminole children while advocating for
Indian education and benefits (albeit with an assimilative agenda). Broward
County community organizations raised money for Seminole housing during
the mid-century, and womens groups donated household goods as prizes for
Seminole homemaking contests." Religious and secular groups donated
clothing, toys, and other goods each year at Christmas. Middle-aged and
elderly Seminoles frequently recalled individual donors with gratitude. This
was in marked contrast to their accounts of government benefit programs,
which most perceived to be inadequate compensation for the great losses of
land and life endured by Indians at the hands of the US government.
In interviews and everyday conversation, Seminoles recounted many
fond memories of local ranchers, religious leaders, and other private donors,
even as they also told of the shame of wearing hand-me-down clothing to
Florida Seminole Gaming
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school. At one Big Cypress barbeque, tribal members lined up to greet an
elderly white neighbor from a prominent ranching family who had donated
to Seminole families. At a centennial celebration of the Stranahan House
trading post, Seminoles spoke eloquently in public speeches and private
conversation about Mrs. Stranahan's generous spirit and good heart. Charles
Hiers (Bird) told me about the generosity of "pioneer" and trading families
in southwest Florida and of the joint "cracker'v-Serninole opposition to fed
eral "meddling" in their shared way of life through restrictions on hunting
and fishing in Everglades National Park." Memories of philanthropy can
blend seamlessly into trade and exchange, and it cannot be a coincidence
that many leading philanthropists were also associated with trading posts,
tourist enterprises, hunting and fishing operations, and other businesses.
Seminole gaming has altered the South Florida philanthropic landscape in
at least two ways that implicate sovereignty. First, it has called attention to
redrawn regional power relations as Seminoles assert political power in con
junction with their newfound economic status. This dimension of charity also
reflects Seminoles' need to assert that they are not simply economic actors. In
a neocolonial logic by which wealth undermines indigeneity, Seminoles' gen
erosity operates both as a defense of gaming wealth and as an implicit, com
parative critique of non-Indians' failures to share their wealth (this might be
seen as a resignification of the racist phrase "Indian giving")." By donating to
social and cultural causes, Seminoles also call attention to their own cultural
distinctiveness and tribal governance, especially when they contribute to his
toric preservation, cultural programs, and social services.
Second, philanthropy reinforces sovereignty because it takes place at the
level of the tribal government, not individual Seminoles. Individuals and
families help one another within the tribe, within religious communities,
and probably in other arenas, but it is rare to hear tribal citizens discuss
individualized giving to non-Seminoles or to see Seminoles listed as donors
to local organizations. By contrast, the tribal government frequently appears
in local newspapers, the tribe's newspaper (the Seminole Tribune), and other
publications as a donor to charitable causes, with pictures of tribal officials
(always dressed in distinctive Seminole patchwork clothing) presenting
physically enlarged checks, shaking hands, cutting ribbons, receiving
plaques, and otherwise acting as generous donors and civic leaders.
Since the mid-1990s, when tribal revenue began to increase dramati
cally as a result of gaming success, tribal government charitable giving has
grown. For example, in 2001 the tribe pledged $3 million toward the cre
ation of a historical park adjacent to the former Stranahan House trading
post (now a modest museum) in Fort Lauderdale. The tribal council also
sponsored Smallwood Days, an annual public festival at a historic Gulf
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Coast trading post, and the tribe underwrote a small permanent exhibit at
the Smallwood Store. The tribe contributes to local schools, athletic teams,
Indian River Community College, and health organizations; in 2006
Hollywood tribal council representative Max Osceola Jr. (Panther) was
named to the Broward County Red Cross board of directors. The tribal
council also sponsors civic events for the public, such as July Fourth fire
works displays and Veterans Day celebrations. In the poor farming town of
Immokalee, home of many migrant farmworkers and a small Seminole
reservation on the site of a former Indian farmworker camp, the tribe has
contributed to programs for health care and education and to the Little
League. Former tribal council liaison Elaine Aguilar (Otter) credited these
tribal efforts with improving Immokalee's overall reputation and quality of
life." As former Hollywood casino manager Larry Frank (Otter) put it, "We
have extended our hand to the community."27 Seminoles also contribute to
other American Indian tribes, sending hurricane-relief emergency crews
with a fire truck, an ambulance rescue unit, and four planeloads of food and
supplies-to Gulf Coast tribes in the immediate aftermath of Hurricane
Katrina, for example." The tribe also donated large sums to South Florida
hurricane relief efforts in the wake of Katrina and Wilma. At the same time,
hurricanes revealed tensions over giving. Some Seminoles complained to me
that non-Seminole neighbors improperly sought and received tribal emer
gency water distributions. The collective governmental character of rapidly
growing, tribal charitable giving has encouraged local community members
to conceive of the tribe as a tribe, and in this manner, it has buttressed tribal
sovereignty.
As anthropologists repeatedly have demonstrated, gift giving often is a
privileged mode through which power relations are articulated, established,
or challenged." Gifts are not simply economic transactions or expressions of
selfless generosity but instead can be understood as constituting sociality, as
creating relationships of obligation, care, power, and polities. This is not to
say that charity is simply cynical, a mere ploy for recognition or a mode of
coercive control over dependents. That Seminoles maintain close friend
ships and political alliances with past donors illustrates that charitable giv
ing can move beyond relations of patronage to meaningful intercultural
exchange. Nevertheless, the transition from Seminole charitable receiving to
giving vividly illustrates shifting power relations in South Florida.
Some Seminoles understand charity to be a mechanism for responding
to gaming critics and maintaining positive relations with local communities.
James Billie (Bird), then tribal chairman, proposed that charity and gener
osity could help secure the goodwill of non-Seminoles, and he considered
the tribal government to be responsible for creating such relationships.
Florida Seminole Gaming
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Sympathy for Seminoles, he said, had deteriorated since gaming: before
gaming, "a sympathetic atmosphere still existed. Today, no. Once the Indian
got on his feet, made more money than most of the general public, that sym
pathetic feeling is gone." In a common refrain, Billie commented bitterly
that local non-Indians never bothered Seminoles as long as they remained
poor, but gaming wealth sparked scrutiny and jealousy Billie viewed
Seminole charity as one way to counter a newly hostile environment and to
move beyond relations of sympathy to create reciprocity:
So now comes the time to reverse the [former} sympathetic feeling to
something good. When they're [non-Seminoles} trying to cut your
throat, the Indian now needs to take that weird situation to his advan
tage and pay back and help the others around him. Sponsorships,
scholarships, something little-just a mere thank you, hello. Go to
their churches and help them or whatever. Just do something. 3D

For Billie, charity completes circuits of reciprocity with previously gen
erous non-Seminoles, and in this sense, it returns obligation and speaks to
history At the same time, charity is a strategy for long-term tribal political
and economic survival in the context of new Seminole wealth and shifting
interracial tensions. Charity toward outsiders, for some Seminoles, is a
mode of political protection in hostile times and a means for social repro
duction both within the tribe and at a regional level.
Simmering beneath the surface of Seminole discourses and practices of
charitable giving is the question of political power and authority Seminoles
are in a position to give charity after a long twentieth century in which char
itable giving to Seminoles was among the more salient forms of interaction
between tribal members and non-Seminoles; dependency characterized
civic relations between the tribal government and local and state govern
ments. In todays reorganized field of power, economy, and exchange,
Seminole charity is a return or extension of past charity received, but the
social meanings of philanthropy extend beyond an ongoing exchange rela
tionship or the demonstration of goodwill. For Seminoles, charity takes on
a special significance against the historical backdrop of centuries of eco
nomic destitution, dispossession, missionization, and failed economic
development. At long last, they can give, not only receive, and with giving
come respect and power. Seminole charitable giving also reflects the cosmic
obligations and power that some Seminoles feel toward maintaining the
whole world, not only their own families and communities.
Even as tribal citizens expressed irritation at local non-Seminole expec
tations that they should donate gaming proceeds to worthy causes-many
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noted bitterly that their own struggles often had been overlooked by others,
and tribal citizens shared exasperated looks during tribal council meetings
when guests appealed for money-they Simultaneously leveraged this
expectation toward political recognition. That is, Seminoles have effectively
used their donor status to demand recognition and politicoeconomic con
sultation from municipal governments, civic organizations, and educational
institutions. Seminole voluntary contributions to the Everglades restoration
initiative have guaranteed them a place at the negotiating table on an issue
that affects Seminole livelihoods (especially for cattle ranchers) and every
day lives on the Big Cypress and Brighton reservations. The Everglades con
tributions also have given Seminoles a forum for reminding South Floridians
that Indians were the victims of natural resource mismanagement but,
nonetheless, have been generous donors toward righting historic wrongs.
Sometimes relations of giving and recognition are not grounded in monetary
transfers but express reciprocal exchange structured by new power relations.
For example, when the Seminole tribal council offered a 2005 resolution in
support of Florida State University's use of the Seminole mascot, at a moment
when FSU faced pressure from an NCAA investigation into Indian mascots,
it also secured scholarships to FSU for Seminole students and ensured tribal
input into the universitys use of the Seminole name and image.
Other American Indian tribes also have become generous donors to local,
national, and intertribal causes. For example, the San Manuel Band of Mission
Indians donated to victims of a wildfire that ravaged an Apache reservation
in Arizona and to survivors of the September 11, 200 I, terrorist attacks.
Mashantucket Pequots and Mohegans donated large sums to the Smithsonian
National Museum of the American Indian, local historical preservation efforts,
and other causes. By 2003 the Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Tribe had
become one of Minnesota's top-twenty foundation and corporate grant mak
ers (donating more than $7 million annually); the tribes chairman called the
giving "a cultural tradition.'?' Katherine Spilde, in a discussion of the relation
ship between gaming and American Indian activism, considers increased
tribal giving at a local level to be "a model for philanthropy as a conduit to
political power. "J2 She demonstrates some ways that charitable giving has
afforded tribes new access to political power and goodwill. As she notes, how
ever, American Indian charitable giving is not always interpreted generously
by local residents. Eve Darian-Smith reports that the Chumash Band of
Mission Indians donates more than $1 million annually to a range of public
organizations near Santa Barbara, California, but that such generosity is often
overlooked by local residents, "or else they interpret the voluntary giving of
money to nonprofit organizations as a purely political gesture made with
insincere or manipulative intent.'?' Charitable giving signals a reinscription
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and reversal of dependency relations, which realigns power in ways that
both threaten and reinforce indigenous sovereignty at a local level.
As a mode of engagement and a practice of exchange, charity represents
Seminole generosity, strategic necessity, and, importantly, new political and
economic power. Seminoles have mobilized this as governmental power,
reversing ways that charity operated as a colonial technique during the
twentieth century. Whether undertaking charity as a defense of the morality
of gaming, a sovereign stance, a demonstration of economic power, a polit
ical strategy, a return for past generosity, an expression of neighborliness, or
a form of participation in a regional community, Seminoles have enacted
and localized sovereignty through philanthropy.

Conclusion
Focusing on the local dimensions of sovereignty does not undermine the
nation-to-nation relationship between American Indian tribes and the
United States. Quite the opposite: it points to the ways that national identi
ties and polities everywhere are constituted in everyday, localized relations,
not only for Indian tribes but also for other nations. By exploring gaming as
a locus of political action, this chapter also calls attention to the material
dimensions of sovereignty, or the ways that economic power, reciprocity,
and exchange shape and are produced by sovereignty.
The Coconut Creek casino and charitable giving are only two examples
of the many ways that gaming has shifted the economic and political land
scape of South Florida, for Seminoles and for many other governments,
individuals, and communities in the region. With Seminoles now serving on
chambers of commerce, as honored guests at community events, and as
players in regional economic development initiatives, new entanglements
have tied the tribe and its members more closely to their non-Indian neigh
bors and simultaneously have provided the means by which Seminoles
can assert tribal political status and authority. Of course, Seminoles' new
gaming-based visibility also exposes them to criticism, threatening to under
mine their political support and standing. To view these entanglements and
interdependencies as merely undermining or, conversely, as only advancing
tribal sovereignty would overlook the complex texture and particular histo
ries of regional politicolegal relationships, simplifying the multiple mean
ings of Seminoles' overlapping citizenship and sovereignty. Like other events
in South Florida, from the Elian Gonzalez affair to the 2000 presidential
election irregularities, Seminole gaming is a profoundly local story and also
a window into larger political processes, in this case suggesting new ways
of thinking about the localized and material dimensions of sovereignty.
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